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Ӏ. Case study

II. Project design for the competition

a. The area marked for redevelopment, which
includes Helsinki’s Western, Northern and Eastern
embankments along the Southern bay is located
to the east of the city's central peninsula and
constitutes an important part of the city centre.

a. Development scheme concept

b. Project design for the competition

The project's ideology is based on the principle of
architectural interpenetration which reflects the
contemporary trend of combining the new and the
old and, in the case of a northern port city,
combining cold and warm, the present and the
past, day and night.

Based on the case study, we suggest
extending the projected area and add into it
the city's southern seaside embankment
with adjacent islands by forming a joined
system of the embankment, southern
islands and the islands lying in the southern
part of the Southern bay and the Eastern
embankment. This system of a unifying
pedestrian structure will embrace
multifunctional complexes located on the
islands and in the big park, and a large
multifunctional complex in the southern part
of the Eastern embankment.

b. The Western embankment contains port-related
real estate and is separated from the residential
and public areas by a local street along which the
city's historical waterfront has formed. The
southern part of the Western embankment is
home to city parks. The Northern embankment
forms one of the city's central squares through
which passes a regional motorway connecting
Eastern and Western zones of Greater Helsinki.
The Eastern embankment has dense port-related
real estate.
c. The city of Helsinki implements a long-term
programme to create an ‘underground city’ which
covers, among other things, some of the portside
areas of Sothern bay’s Western embankment. The
first part of this well-developed system has been
formed near the railway station, and reaches up to
the southern part of the city centre as well as up to
the boulevard leading to the Northern
embankment of the Southern Bay.
d. To the west of the city's Southern Bay lies the
southern segment of the city centre with a dense
grid of residential streets and relatively small
neighbourhoods with residential and public real
estate. This part of the city has large park zones.
In the eastern area, the biggest park borders on
the Southern bay and forms the southern sea view
front of Helsinki.

The creation of a new pedestrian and recreational
connection will revamp the existing ensemble of
Helsinki’s sea view forming a new look of the city
without damaging its classical appearance.
The project aims to create organised pedestrian
traffic on Helsinki's Western and Eastern
embankments of the Southern bay, between two
planned tourist centres – which will organise a
unique circular traffic flow included in this
structure.
Using the historical embankment, the urban
environment and architectural essence of which
are rooted in the 19th century, as a foundation,
this project will incorporate contemporary
architectural and urban planning elements,
forming a connection with the opposing
embankment.
This will allow to connect the existing
embankments of the Southern bay in a new
three-dimension structure and organize
pedestrian traffic of tourists arriving by sea to the
main landmarks of the western side of the
Southern bay and the whole city.

The proposed system serving the city's
recreational needs implies a close
connection with Helsinki's underground
system.
The centres proposed in this project will
allow to increase the number of
recreational functions, exhibition halls,
interaction zones and playgrounds for
children and adults, public sport areas –
available during both cold and warm
seasons. Some technical and
transportation elements of the
infrastructure will be located in the
underground part on the mainland.
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The city of Helsinki implements a long-term programme to create an ‘underground city’ which
covers, among other things, some of the portside areas of Sothern bay’s Western embankment
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Сity transport scheme
The Eastern embankment has
dense port-related real estate.
The Northern embankment forms
one of the city's central squares
through which passes a regional
motorway connecting Eastern and
Western zones of Greater Helsinki.
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Area layout(functional)
To the west of the city's Southern
Bay lies the southern segment of
the city centre with a dense grid of
residential streets and relatively
small neighbourhoods with
residential and public real estate.
This part of the city has large park
zones. In the eastern area, the
biggest park borders on the
Southern bay and forms the
southern sea view front of Helsinki.
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Area layout landscape gardening
The southern part of the Western
embankment is home to city parks.
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Development scheme concept
The project's ideology is based on the
principle of architectural
interpenetration which reflects the
contemporary trend of combining the
new and the old and, in the case of a
northern port city, combining cold and
warm, the present and the past, day
and night.
The creation of a new pedestrian and
recreational connection will revamp
the existing ensemble of Helsinki’s sea
view forming a new look of the city
without damaging its classical
appearance.
The project aims to create organised
pedestrian traffic on Helsinki's Western
and Eastern embankments of the
Southern bay, between two planned
tourist centres – which will organise a
unique circular traffic flow included in
this structure.
Using the historical embankment, the
urban environment and architectural
essence of which are rooted in the
19th century, as a foundation, this
project will incorporate contemporary
architectural and urban planning
elements, forming a connection with
the opposing embankment.
This will allow to connect the existing
embankments of the Southern bay in a
new three-dimension structure and
organize pedestrian traffic of tourists
arriving by sea to the main landmarks
of the western side of the Southern
bay and the whole city.
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Masterplan
Project design for the competition
Based on the case study, we
suggest extending the projected
area and add into it the city's
southern seaside embankment
with adjacent islands by forming a
joined system of the embankment,
southern islands and the islands
lying in the southern part of the
Southern bay and the Eastern
embankment. This system of a
unifying pedestrian structure will
embrace multifunctional
complexes located on the islands
and in the big park, and a large
multifunctional complex in the
southern part of the Eastern
embankment.
The proposed system serving the
city's recreational needs implies a
close connection with Helsinki's
underground system.
The centres proposed in this
project will allow to increase the
number of recreational functions,
exhibition halls, interaction zones
and playgrounds for children and
adults, public sport areas –
available during both cold and
warm seasons. Some technical
and transportation elements of the
infrastructure will be located in the
underground part on the mainland.
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Transport scheme
Based on the case study, we
suggest extending the projected
area and add into it the city's
southern seaside embankment
with adjacent islands by forming a
joined system of the embankment,
southern islands and the islands
lying in the southern part of the
Southern bay and the Eastern
embankment.
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Underground system
The proposed system serving the
city's recreational needs implies a
close connection with Helsinki's
underground system.
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